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Introduction
DMILF is site that offers you some of the most gorgeous women who have ever given birth. These
mature ladies have no problem bearing it all for your entertainment and now that they have hit their
sexual prime, multiple players isn't a taboo for any of them. Some guys think young is always the way to
go but if you give these experienced ladies a chance to show you how sex is supposed to be enjoyed you
may find them absolutely irresistible!
  

Adult Review
Not only do you get plenty of sexy ladies to stroke your piston, this DMILF site also gives you that rare combination of
quality and quantity that all perverts are always looking for when they scout out a new porn site. These aren't just Moms I'd
Like To Fuck... that "D" stands for "desperate" and anyone out there looking to bang a MILF will definitely find these
DMILFs are worth launching a few loads. <br />  <br />  Along with all the MILF content on this one site, your monthly
membership gets you access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review. That's a whole lot of porn for
your adult dollar and it will easily keep you busy for several months if you renew your membership.<br />  <br />  DMIFL
and the other sites on their network offer high quality videos in multiple formats for your convenience and viewing pleasure.
The highest grade versions are HD and the lower levels are quick downloads even for viewers on slower connections. Best of
all you can download either the whole scene in one click or you can skip to any small clip from the shoot and get right to the
good parts.<br />  <br />  For those with limited hard drive space or nosy coworkers, you can watch these MILF porn videos
online using a well designed Flash interface as well... which leaves no evidence on your computer.<br />  <br />  The only
real drawback to the DMILF experience is that this site features non-exclusive content so you might have seen some of it
somewhere else before. Many of the sites on the network are exclusive and the owners tell us that they plan to add more
exclusive content to this site as well in the near future.<br />  <br />  For now, take the Free Preview of DMILF through The
Tongue and see if the site has what it takes to get you excited. Don�t worry about being disappointed because they offer
plenty of free sample clips that are just like the members area videos so there�s no surprise after you join.<br />  <br /> 
Most of the women who perform for you on DMILF are fine looking ladies who really take care of their bodies. If you've
never seen their faces, you might even mistake a few of them for young college girls... until you start fucking them and feel
how skilled these mature pussies have become! 

Porn Summary
Whether you�re a young stud who likes older women and walk around with a woody every time you see a sexy
thirty-something, or an older pervert who takes a handful of enhancement pills to make sure these younger forty year old
ladies get the ride of their lives, DMILF is a great site for you to get access to the desperate mature whores your cock has
been craving!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'DMILF Was A Great Site But It Was Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 86  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 81 Interface: 86
Support: 88 Unique: 80    Taste: 82        Final: 76

Porn Sites Included
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